Summary
Application trends, device technologies and the architecture of systems drive progress in information technologies. However, the former engines of such progress -Moore's Law and Dennard Scaling -are rapidly reaching the point of diminishing returns. The time has come for the computing community to boldly confront a new challenge: how to secure a foundational future for information technology's continued progress.
The computer architecture community engaged in several visioning exercises over the years. Five years ago, we released a white paper, 21st Century Computer Architecture, which influenced funding programs in both academia and industry. More recently, the IEEE Rebooting Computing Initiative explored the future of computing systems in the architecture, device, and circuit domains.
This report stems from an effort to continue this dialogue, reach out to the applications and devices/circuits communities, and understand their trends and vision. We aim to identify opportunities where architecture research can bridge the gap between the application and device domains.
Why now? A lot has changed in just five years:
1. We now have a clear specialization gap -a gap between off-the-shelf hardware trends and application needs. Some applications, like virtual reality and autonomous systems, cannot be implemented without specialized hardware, yet hardware design remains expensive and difficult.
2. Cloud computing, now truly ubiquitous, provides a clear "innovation abstraction;" the Cloud creates economies of scale that make ingenious, cross-layer optimizations cost-effective, yet offers these innovations, often transparently, to even the smallest of new ventures and startups.
3. Going vertical with 3D integration, both with die stacking and monolithic fabrication, is enabling silicon substrates to grow vertically, significantly reducing latency, increasing bandwidth, and delivering efficiencies in energy consumption.
4. Getting closer to physics: device and circuit researchers are exploring the use of innovative materials that can provide more efficient switching, denser arrangements, or new computing models, e.g., mixed-signal, carbon nanotubes, quantummechanical phenomena, and biopolymers.
5. And finally, machine learning has emerged as a key workload; in many respects, machine learning techniques, such as deep learning, caught system designers "by surprise" as an enabler for diverse applications, such as user preference prediction, computer vision, or autonomous navigation.
We now describe each opportunity in greater detail. However, commercial success of specialized designs,
The Specialization Gap
to date, has been demonstrated only for applications with enormous markets (e.g., video games, mobile video playback) that can justify investments of a scale similar to those made by general-purpose processor vendors.
In terms of both time-to-market and dollars, the cost of designing and manufacturing specialized hardware is prohibitive for all but the few designs that can amortize it over such extensive markets.
To continue the virtuous innovation cycle, it is critical to reduce the barriers to application specific system design; to enable the energy efficiency advantages of specialization for all applications. Our vision is to 
Going Vertical

3D integration provides a new dimension of scalability.
A critical consequence of the end of Moore's Law is that chip designers can no longer scale the number of transistors in their designs "for free" every 18 months. 
Architectures "Closer to Physics"
The end of classical scaling invites more radical changes to the computing substrate. However, such computing, more subject to noise, requires new approaches to error tolerance for it to make sense.
The second category of opportunities is the use of "new" materials, which can cover more efficient switching, denser arrangements, and unique computing models.
Below we list a few prominent efforts worthy of the architecture community's attention. 
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